This waterless vaporizer adds menthol scent to surrounding air for soothing comfort. If you have any questions about the operation of your Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer, call our toll-free Consumer Relations line at 1-800-VAPOR-1-2 (1-800-827-6712) or e-mail us at Consumerrelations@kaz.com.

IMPORTANT!
READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Important Safety Instructions

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING, ESPECIALLY THESE BASIC SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:

⚠️ WARNING: To avoid electric shock hazard:

1. Appliance should always be unplugged and emptied, and pad should be removed when the appliance is not in operation or while it is being cleaned.
2. Do not use while bathing.
3. Do not immerse in water or other liquid.
4. Do not use or store appliance where it may fall into tub or sink. Do not reach for any appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately.
5. This product has a polarized plug as a safety feature. This plug will fit into a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit, reverse it: if the plug still doesn’t fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature.
6. Do not use with an extension cord or power strip.
7. Unplug appliance immediately after use.
8. Only use with Vicks® VapoPads®.

⚠️ WARNING: To avoid the risk of burns, electric, fire or other injury:

1. Keep out of reach of children. Provide constant close supervision when appliance is used by invalids.
2. Use appliance only as described in this manual and only with attachments supplied or recommended.
3. Never operate appliance with a damaged cord, or if appliance has been dropped or damaged.
4. Keep cord away from heated surfaces.
5. Always use appliance on a firm, level surface. Do not operate on soft surfaces where vents can be blocked.
6. Do not use in area where aerosol products are being used or where oxygen is being administered.
7. Do not lay pad on furniture, countertop, carpet, or other surface as pad may damage or discolor surface. Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged contact with skin.
8. Do not add any oils or medications (e.g. Kaz Inhalant or VapoSteam®) into the VapoPad Tray.

Condition of Sale
As a condition of sale, the purchaser assumes responsibility for the proper care and use of this appliance in accordance with our printed instructions.
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Vicks®
®
Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer

Using Your Vicks Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer

Read all instructions before using this appliance.

Use Vicks VapoPads® with your Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer. Each pad is specifically designed to work with the heat of the Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer to gradually release soothing aromatic vapors.

Directions:
1. Fully unravel cord. Failure to do so could cause overheating and possible fire hazard. Do not use with extension cords or power strip. Place Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer on a flat, stable surface for use.
2. Open the lid of the Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer
3. Place one VapoPad in the VapoPad Tray.
4. Lower lid and press down firmly to lock.
5. Turn the unit on using the switch.
6. Adjust to desired vapor setting for desired scent release.
7. Each pad is designed for single use and will last from 4 - 8 hours depending on vapor setting.

Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer will feel warm to the touch. Be careful when handling.

When vapor therapy treatment is completed, move On/Off switch to the Off position. The lamp will go out. Disconnect plug from electrical outlet. Allow the Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer to cool before moving or replacing the pad (see Care and Cleaning section).

VapoPad Recommended Usage:
- Not recommended for infants under 10 pounds.
- For children between 10-22 pounds do not use more than 2 pads in a 24 hour period.

VapoPad Ingredients (VSP-19 / VSP-19-CAN): Eucalyptus Oil, Menthol, Glycol, Cedar Leaf Oil & Others

⚠️ WARNING: Do not rub face or eyes after touching scent pad. Do not put fingers in mouth after touching scent pad. Oils in the pad could act as an irritant to eyes.
Care and Cleaning

⚠️ CAUTION: ALWAYS DISCONNECT THE PLUG FROM THE ELECTRICAL OUTLET AND LET THE WATERLESS TABLETOP VAPORIZER COOL DOWN FOR AT LEAST 20 MINUTES BEFORE CLEANING.

After Each Use
1. Open Lid and wipe the VapoPad tray dry with a clean cloth or paper towel.
2. Store in a cool dry place.
3. Do not submerge in water or use other materials to clean the unit.

Vicks® VapoPads®
Vicks VapoPads have been designed to work with your Waterless Tabletop Vaporizer to provide soothing menthol and eucalyptus vapors. Replace with Vicks VapoPads, models VSP-19 / VSP-19-CAN or Vicks Sleepy Time VapoPad VBR-5, available at most retailers or through Kaz Consumer Relations or www.vickshumidifiers.com.

1 Year Limited Warranty
You should first read all Instructions before attempting to use this product.

A. This 1 year limited warranty applies to repair or replacement of product found to be defective in material or workmanship. This warranty does not apply to damage resulting from commercial, abusive, unreasonable use or supplemental damage. Defects that are the result of normal wear and tear will not be considered manufacturing defects under this warranty. **KAZ IS NOT LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.** Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you also may have other rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. This warranty applies only to the original purchaser of this product from the original date of purchase.

B. At its option, Kaz will repair or replace this product if it is found to be defective in material or workmanship.

C. This warranty does not cover damage resulting from any unauthorized attempts to repair or from any use not in accordance with the instruction manual.

D. This warranty does not cover the filters, pre-filters, UV bulbs or other accessories (if included) except for material or workmanship defects.

Call us toll-free at 1-800-VAPOR-1-2 (1-800-827-6712) or e-mail: consumerrelations@kaz.com
Please be sure to specify a model number located on the box and the back and bottom of your unit.

**NOTE: IF YOU EXPERIENCE A PROBLEM, PLEASE CONTACT CONSUMER RELATIONS FIRST OR SEE YOUR WARRANTY. DO NOT RETURN THE PRODUCT TO THE ORIGINAL PLACE OF PURCHASE. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO OPEN THE HOUSING YOURSELF, DOING SO MAY VOID YOUR WARRANTY AND CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE PRODUCT OR PERSONAL INJURY.**